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Nørrebrogade 183, 5. tv.
2200 Copenhagen N
Born: 23. februar 1981

EDUCATION

Aug 2011 - Jan 2015: B.Sc. in Digital Media and Design.
2012 - 2013: 3rd and 4th semester of my graduate I spent in Georgia Tech in USA, where I
focused on interaction design and product development in courses from the schools of
Computer Science and Industrial Design.
This combination has given me experience in creative thinking, ideation, concept
development, and user test, in the areas of interaction design, digital communication and
software development.

CURATED SELECTION OF MY WORK

2015: Development of the computer game Intruders! - wins 25,000 DKR grant from FFE-YE.
2014: Wins Roskilde Create ’14 with the design concept Sozialen Turm.
2013: tuneConstructor makes it to the finals in Convergence & Innovation Competition '13 at
Georgia Tech.
2012-2014: Student worker, as qualitative interviewer at SFI - det nationale forskningscenter
for velfærd.
2011-2014: Student worker, as translator (danish → english) at SFI.

TEACHING EXPERIENCE

2015: TA in the course Digital Material and Interactive Artefacts at ITU.
References: Mogens Jacobsen: moja@itu.dk // Tomas Sokoler: sokoler@itu.dk
2014: TA in the course Interaction Design: Genres and Contexts at ITU.
References: Mogens Jacobsen: moja@itu.dk //Anna Valgårda: akav@itu.dk
2010-2012: Fulltime employment as interim teacher at Livets Skole, Copenhagen.
Teaching math and physical education, including drawing up a curriculum for both classes.
Special education teacher for a boy with infantile autism. Responsible for establishing and
maintaining the school’s IT infrastructure. Working with a strict budget, I focused on collecting
and refurbishing old hardware and used open source software. Teaching both teaching staff
and pupils in the use of open source software solutions.
Reference: Dorte Saiz Marquina: dsm@livetsskole.dk // +45 29 90 11 17
2001-2003: Sergeant in the Royal Life Guards, Copenhagen.
Teaching first aid, and other courses related to military training. Directly responsible for
leading 30 conscripts, during their 12 months of military service.

